Abstract-Given an increasing number of Cloud services available in the market, evaluating candidate Cloud services is crucial and beneficial for both service customers (e.g. costbenefit analysis) and providers (e.g. direction of improvement). When it comes to performing any evaluation, a suitable methodology is inevitably required to direct experimental implementations. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of a sound methodology to guide the evaluation of Cloud services. By borrowing the lessons from evaluation of traditional computing systems, referring to the guidelines for Design of Experiments (DOE), and summarizing the existing experiences of real experimental studies, we proposed a generic Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology (CEEM) for Cloud services evaluation. Furthermore, we have established a pre-experimental knowledge base and specified corresponding suggestions to make this methodology more practical in the Cloud Computing domain. Through evaluating the Google AppEngine Python runtime as a preliminary validation, we show that Cloud evaluators may achieve more rational and convincing experimental results and conclusions following such an evaluation methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud services evaluation is crucial and beneficial for both service customers (e.g. cost-benefit analysis) and providers (e.g. direction of improvement) [18] . As one of the most promising computing paradigms [5] , Cloud Computing has been increasingly accepted in industry. More and more commercial Cloud services offered by an increasing number of providers are available in the market [18] , [22] . Given the diversity of Cloud services and price models, service selection would require deep understanding of how the different candidates may (or may not) match particular demands [6] . Unfortunately, on the one hand, customers have little knowledge and control over the precise nature of Cloud services even in the "locked down" environment [25] ; on the other hand, the given indicators often lack providing comprehensive information about the overall performance of a service regarding specific tasks [14] . Consequently, service evaluation would be one of the prerequisites of employing Cloud Computing.
When it comes to evaluation implementations, a suitable methodology essentially plays a strategic role in directing evaluation activities [27] . However, according to our systematic literature review [19] , there is a lack of a sound methodology to guide the practice of Cloud services evaluation. Although any of the existing studies must have (at least intuitively) followed a particular approach, not many evaluators are strictly concerned with or specified their evaluation methodologies. Different evaluation approaches described in different reports vary, and some of them may even have flawed considerations (cf. Section II).
Therefore, we proposed a generic and practical Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology (CEEM) for Cloud services evaluation. Our effort into proposing CEEM mainly involved three aspects. Firstly, we borrowed the existing lessons from evaluating traditional computing systems [11] , [13] , [21] . Since Cloud Computing is an emerging computing paradigm [5] , individual Cloud services can be viewed as concrete computing systems within such a paradigm. Thus, the traditional evaluation lessons would be also useful for evaluating Cloud services. Secondly, we referred to the guidelines for performing Design of Experiments (DOE) [20] . Although DOE is normally applied to agriculture, chemical, and process industries, considering the natural relationship between experiment and evaluation, we believe that the various DOE techniques of experimental design and statistical analysis can also benefit Cloud services evaluation. Thirdly, we summarized others' and our own experiences of evaluating Cloud services. Based on the existing evaluation experiences, we are able to supply more specific and practical suggestions in particular steps, for example pre-listing experimental factors and metrics [16] , [17] . This paper introduces the proposed CEEM by briefly explaining its ten steps ranging from Requirement Recognition to Conclusion and Reporting. To preliminarily validate this proposed methodology, we replicated a study of performance evaluation of the Google AppEngine Python runtime, and then compared our study with the original one. The comparison shows that CEEM can lead to a systematic and complete approach to evaluating Cloud services. The contribution of our work is threefold. First, the generic steps of implementing Cloud services evaluation are summarized. Second, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time DOE has been used in Cloud services evaluation. Third, by putting a series of efforts on gathering evaluation experiences, we finally make this proposed evaluation methodology more practical.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the existing work related to methodologies for Cloud services evaluation. Section III specifies the evaluation activities involved in CEEM one by one. A real case of evaluating Google AppEngine is replicated and compared with the original study in Section IV to preliminarily validate the proposed CEEM. Conclusions and some future work are discussed in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
It has been recognized that Cloud services evaluation belongs to the field of experimental computer science [27] , which requires suitable evaluation methodology as a strategic role in directing experimental studies [3] . An evaluation methodology instructs complete evaluation implementations that may cover various aspects, for instance workload selection, experimental design, and result analysis [3] . Therefore, a concrete methodology adopted in Cloud services evaluation should have distinguished between detailed steps [18] , [24] , [28] . In particular, the study [27] extended the ASTAR method [26] and specifically suggested a five-step methodology (Identify benchmark, Identify configuration, Run tests, Analyze, and Recommend) for evaluating Cloud services. A more detailed evaluation methodology was specified in [14] , which used the business process modeling notation to describe the general steps of developing, executing, and evaluating a Cloud benchmark suite.
However, according to our systematic literature review [19] , most evaluators did not strictly define or specify their evaluation steps, not to mention using a sound methodology to guide Cloud services evaluation. Although the existing evaluation implementations must have followed particular approaches, different approaches described in different evaluation reports vary, and even with flawed considerations. For example, evaluation methodology has been treated as experimental setup and/or preparation of experimental environment [7] ; some authors only focused on metrics [10] , while some others only highlighted benchmarks [2] when specifying their evaluation approach; and an inappropriate concern was to separate evaluation metrics and experimental implementation from the corresponding methodology [12] . Furthermore, even in the studies with concrete Cloud services evaluation methodologies [14] , [27] , some important steps like the selection of metrics and experimental factors were missed out.
III. CEEM: THE METHODOLOGY FOR CLOUD SERVICES EVALUATION
As mentioned previously, by borrowing the lessons from evaluating traditional computing systems, referring to the guidelines for conducting DOE, and summarizing the existing experiences of evaluating Cloud services, we proposed a ten-step methodology for Cloud services evaluation, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Note that here we only concern ourselves with experiment as the evaluation technique rather than other techniques like simulation or modeling. The individual evaluation steps are briefly explained in the following subsections.
A. Requirement Recognition
The recognition of an evaluation requirement is not only to understand a problem related to Cloud service evaluation, but also to achieve a clear statement of the evaluation purpose, which is an obvious while nontrivial task [20] . A clearly understood evaluation requirement can facilitate driving the remaining steps properly in an implementation of Cloud services evaluation. To help recognize a requirement, it has been suggested to prepare a set of specific questions to be addressed by potential evaluation experiments [20] . Moreover, it is normally helpful to replace one comprehensive question with a list of separated and easily answerable questions, so that we can conveniently define specific evaluation objectives, and then employ the strategy of sequential experiments to satisfy the overall evaluation requirement.
B. Service Feature Identification
Given the recognized evaluation requirement, evaluators can identify the relevant Cloud services and their features to be evaluated. Although it is hard to outline the scope of Cloud Computing [29] , and various Cloud services are increasingly available in the market [18] , it is still possible to list a suite of general service features in advance. By exploring the existing practices of Cloud services evaluation [19] , we show that three service features have been mainly of concern, namely Performance, Economics, and Security. In particular, the elements of the Performance feature can be divided into Physical Properties and Capacities [15] , while the Economics feature covers Cost and Elasticity of using Cloud services. Although the Security feature has not been well evaluated yet [19] , it may comprise numerous security concerns ranging from access control to prosecution [4] , [8] . Thus, in most cases, we may conveniently identify relevant service features in the general feature list.
C. Metrics and Benchmarks Listing
It is natural that the choice of right metrics depends on the identified Cloud service features to be evaluated [11] . However, one service feature may be measured by different metrics with different benchmarks [17] , and the selection of particular metrics and benchmarks may also have other constraints or tradeoffs (cf. Subsection III-D). To facilitate the metric/benchmark selection, it is helpful to first list all the candidate metrics and benchmarks for a proposed Cloud services evaluation. By using different Cloud service features as the retrieval keys, we have established a lookup capability for metrics and benchmarks when evaluating Cloud services [17] .
D. Metrics and Benchmarks Selection
According to the rich research in the evaluation of traditional computer systems, the selection of metrics plays an essential role in evaluation implementations [21] . Furthermore, a suitable metric would play a Response Variable role [20] in applying DOE to Cloud services evaluation. Although traditional evaluation lessons treat metrics selection as one of the prerequisites of benchmark selection [11] , we found that there were always tradeoffs between metrics and benchmarks selection when evaluating Cloud services. For example, only two metrics (Benchmark Runtime and Benchmark FLOP Rate) are available to respectively measure computation latency and transaction speed if adopting NAS Parallel Benchmarks to evaluate Cloud services [1] . Therefore, we suggest that metrics and benchmarks could be determined together within one step.
E. Experimental Factors Listing
Before evaluating a Cloud service feature, knowing all factors (also called parameters or variables) that affect the service feature is a tedious but necessary task [13] . Although listing a complete scope of experimental factors may not be easily achieved, at all times evaluators should keep the factor list as comprehensive as possible, for further analysis and decision making about the factor selection and data collection [11] . Similar to the effort described in Subsection III-C, we have proposed a framework to capture the stateof-the-practice of experimental factors that people currently take into account when evaluating Cloud services [16] . This factor framework can in turn help facilitate identifying suitable factors for designing evaluation experiments. Moreover, the factor framework offers a concrete and rational base for further discussion and factor listing by expert judgements.
F. Experimental Factors Selection
When applying DOE techniques, the determination of factors and their levels/ranges is the prerequisite of factor-based experimental design [20] . For an evaluation experiment, it is better to start with limited design factors distinguished from nuisance ones and those that are not of interest, and the factors that are expected to have high impacts should be preferably selected [11] . As mentioned above, we may refer to the existing evaluation experiences (the proposed factor framework [16] ) to quickly lookup and identify design factors. Note that we suggest using the factor framework to supplement, but not replace, the expert judgement for experimental factor selection, which would be particularly helpful for Cloud services evaluation when there is a lack of experts.
G. Experimental Design
Given the selected input-process variables (experimental factors) and output-process responses (metrics), we can design Cloud service evaluation experiments by using suitable DOE techniques. In particular, three basic principles, namely Randomization, Replication, and Blocking [20] , should be taken into account no matter what DOE technique is employed. Moreover, a small scale of pilot experiments can often benefit the relevant experimental design. For example, the trial runs of an evaluation experiment may help evaluators get familiar with the experimental environment, optimize the experimental sequence, and even decide the sample size -number of replicates (cf. the demonstration in Section IV).
H. Experimental Implementation
Implementing an experiment is to carry out a series of experimental actions ranging from preparing environment to running benchmarks. Since any error in the experimental procedure may spoil the validity of the experimental results, the implementation process should be monitored carefully to ensure every step of the experiments follows the design [20] . Note that we regard pilot experimental runs as the activities in Experimental Design instead of in this stage.
I. Experimental Analysis
In DOE, statistical methods are strongly suggested for experimental analysis [20] . Although such methods do not directly prove any factor's effect, the statistical analysis adds objectivity to drawing evaluation conclusions and potential decision-making process. Moreover, it has been particularly pointed out that visualizing experimental results by using various graphical tools may significantly facilitate data analysis and interpretation. According to our own experiences, in addition to those statistical techniques, we found that machine learning techniques like mining association rules are also useful for experimental analysis in some circumstances, for example the evaluation results involving many experimental factors.
J. Conclusion and Reporting
Drawing practical conclusions is significant after analyzing the experimental results [20] . In addition, it is worth paying more attention to reporting the whole Cloud services evaluation work. In fact, not only conclusions but also complete evaluation reports would be vital for other people to learn from or replicate/confirm previous evaluation practices. However, the quality of the existing Cloud services evaluation reports varies [19] , which implies that there is also a lack of evaluation reporting guidelines. Therefore, we first suggest using these ten evaluation steps as a natural documentation structure. The validation work described in Section IV can be viewed as a sample of such a case. Considering the close relationship between Cloud services evaluation and experimental computer science [27] , moreover, we can adapt the well-proposed structure for reporting generic experiments or case studies [23] to reporting Cloud services evaluation studies. The adaption suggestions are out of the scope of this paper, and they will be elaborated in our future work.
IV. PRELIMINARY VALIDATION
To preliminarily validate CEEM, we decided to replicate a straightforward study of evaluating Google AppEngine service [9] , and then compare our practice with the original one. Here we report the detailed evaluation activities.
1) Requirement Recognition:
The overall objective of the original study is to evaluate the computation performance of the Google AppEngine Python runtime. We correspondingly started with three specific questions for the evaluation requirement recognition, as listed below.
• How fast does Google AppEngine run a particular computation task in the Python runtime environment? • How variable is the computation performance of Google AppEngine during a particular period of time? • Can we expect a stable mean of the computation performance of Google AppEngine at different time? Given the recognized evaluation requirement, we tried to simulate the original study in the pre-experimental-design steps ( Step 2) to 6) in Figure 1) , to make two studies comparable as much as possible.
2) Service Feature Identification:
It is clear that the service feature to be evaluated in this case is performance. When it comes to the performance evaluation of Cloud services, our previous taxonomy work [15] can be used to facilitate exploring available performance properties. Following the original study, we directly identified the combination of the related performance properties as Computation Latency and also Variability of Computation Latency, as shown in Figure 2 .
3) Metrics and Benchmarks Listing:
Candidate metrics and benchmarks can be conveniently listed by looking up a metrics catalogue [17] , and the retrieval key is the pre-identified service feature. return fibo(n-1) + fibo(n-2)
5) Experimental Factors Listing:
As explained in Subsection III-E, here we directly employed the experimental factor framework [16] to screen experimental factors. In large-scale cases of Cloud services evaluation, expert judgement may further be included to discuss candidate experimental factors.
6) Experimental Factors Selection:
Based on the experimental factor framework, we identified the only factor concerned in the original evaluation work, namely Timing (cf. Figure 3) . As mentioned previously, although there are other potentially useful factors like Workload Size, we deliberately ignored them to make our study comparable with the original one. Note that the metric Benchmark Runtime was also located as the response variable in the experimental factor framework [16] for applying DOE.
7) Experimental Design:
Recall that one of the evaluation questions requires observing Google AppEngine runtime for a period of time. There would be far more than two levels of the factor Timing. Therefore, in Step 7) of the evaluation methodology, we naturally employed the technique of single-factor experimental design for variance analysis [20] . To simplify the demonstration of the preliminary validation, we decided to choose seven consecutive days as the experimental period. In other words, we treated different dates as different levels of the factor Timing. Thus, the third evaluation question can be viewed as testing the equality of seven computation performance means, as formally hypothesized in Equation (1), where μ i refers to the Fibonacci calculation mean in the ith day.
(1)
Since determining sample size is critical in any experimental design problem [20] , we performed a set of random and pilot Fibonacci calculations within Google AppEngine to estimate its performance standard deviation, and then used the Operating Characteristic (OC) Curves [20] to find a suitable number of replicates for everyday. To save space, here we do not specify the background knowledge and the detailed determining process. Our final decision was to run 123 replicates per day (or replicate once per 720 seconds) to satisfy a target power of at least 0.9.
8) Experimental Implementation:
Given the experimental design, the evaluation experiments were correspondingly deployed and implemented. Several typical indices of the experimental result are shown in Table I , which can be used to initially answer the first two evaluation questions. 1 Following the suggestions in Step 9) of the evaluation methodology, we further visualized the experimental result to better answer those questions and also facilitate experimental analysis, as shown in Figure. 4. It can then be intuitively found that Google AppEngine takes 200 ± 50ms in general to calculate the 27th Fibonacci number. To be more specific, we used Boxplot (cf. Figure. 5 ) to scale different quartiles of the runtime data. Note that the crosses in Figure. 5 indicate the outlier observations falling out of the 1.5 interquartile range (IQR). It is clearer that the computation performance peak of Google AppEngine is relatively stable (around 150ms for the 27th Fibonacci calculation) everyday, while the worst-case calculation time varies largely without considering the outliers.
9) Experimental Analysis:
However, it is still uncertain whether or not we can expect Figure 5 . Google AppEngine computation performance shown in boxplot.
a stable mean of the computation performance of Google AppEngine, although the positive answer is suspicious due to the fluctuation in the last two days' experimental data. Recall that this evaluation question equals to the hypothesis testing of Equation (1). We employed Tukey's Test [20] to perform all pair-wise mean comparisons, as shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the seven days' Fibonacci calculation means are divided into three groups, which statistically confirms that it is impossible to achieve a stable performance when using Google AppEngine at different period of time. However, interestingly, Group B can be viewed as a linkage between Group A and C. We thus claim that, although not absolutely stable, the performance mean of Google AppEngine may fluctuate mildly.
10) Conclusion and Reporting:
As the last step of evaluation activities, the conclusions are to be drawn to finally satisfy the evaluation requirement. Since the pre-recognized requirement was clarified into three questions in this case, we can conveniently respond the evaluation requirement by answering those specific questions, as listed below.
• to the formal reporting guidelines [23] , this proposed methodology also supplies a documentation structure for reporting the Cloud services evaluation implementations. Our practice described in this section can then be viewed as a sample of the structured evaluation report.
Overall, compared with the original study [9] , the proposed methodology led to a systematic and complete approach to evaluation of Google AppEngine. Given specific evaluation questions, rigorous experimental design, and comprehensive data analysis, we can achieve more rational and convincing experimental results and conclusions. In fact, although this is a simplified evaluation study, the demonstration can be regarded as a further pilot experiment for determining sample size of a whole year's experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As Cloud Computing becomes one of the most promising computing paradigms in industry [5] , numerous vendors have started to supply public Cloud infrastructures and services [22] . Unfortunately, the Cloud service indicators are usually insufficient for service selection with regard to specific application scenarios [14] , while customers have little knowledge and control over public Cloud services except for those indicators [25] . As such, it would be necessary and significant to implement appropriate evaluation following a suitable methodology before employing particular Cloud services.
Given the lack of a sound methodology for Cloud services evaluation, we investigated the generic steps of evaluation implementations mainly through three types of sources: lessons from evaluating traditional computing systems, guidelines for performing DOE, and the existing Cloud services evaluation studies. Then, a ten-step methodology CEEM was developed and evaluated to guide future Cloud service evaluation experiments. By delivering generic suggestions and a pre-experimental knowledge base, we further made CEEM more practical particularly in the Cloud Computing domain. Compared to the existing studies of Cloud services evaluation, the validation study shows that CEEM would be able to help evaluators achieve more rational experimental results and draw more convincing conclusions. Moreover, we believe that the evaluation activities involved in CEEM can be conveniently adapted to suit other computing domains by collocating the domain-specific evaluation experiences correspondingly.
Our future work will be unfolded along two directions. On the one hand, CEEM's knowledge base of evaluating Cloud services will be continually enriched. For example, we are conducting a mapping between specific DOE techniques and detailed evaluation situations, to further facilitate applying DOE to Cloud services evaluation. On the other hand, in addition to employing CEEM in our own evaluation studies, we plan to introduce this work to other Cloud evaluators, and collect their feedback for further validation and improvement.
